JEFS Updates for March 2015 Release: Deployment date March 19, 2015
JPS-3848 JEFS Manage Cases: New My Documents and All Firm Documents
The new My Documents will function similar to the My Cases feature by displaying a list of
PDFs for cases in which the user is a party. All Firm Documents will display a list of PDFs for
cases in which any member of that user’s Firm is a party. The displayed list will be based on
search criteria in any combination: Case ID, Filing Date Start and/or End, Case Type and
Docket Code. Search results will display up to 100 results.

All Firm Documents Case Type search: PDFs filed on Appeal case type only are displayed
The Filing Date Start and End can be used to easily find documents filed in a date range.
This search could be very helpful to monitor recent activity on cases without using a specific
Case ID, Case Type or Docket Code, especially in a situation where the user does not know
which docket was used for the filing.

All Firm Documents Filing Date Start and End entered: Case ID, Case Type and Docket Code
BLANK
Any search criteria can be used alone or in combination. See example below for a date
range search result combined with a specific Docket Code. The Case Type search field was
left blank, making this type of search helpful for Firms with multiple case types.

All Firm Documents search with date range plus MXT Docket Code: Case type BLANK will
display cases from any case type

If only a single type of docket is desired, such as the NEF, the docket code can be added to
the date range search.

All Firm Documents Filing Date Start and End entered: Docket Code NEF only

For large searches, some columns will also be sortable. For example, Docket Code sorting alphabetically
can be very useful where the Docket Code has been left BLANK, and the user is looking for certain
results. The user can use a mouse to click at the top of the column to sort alphabetically and click again
to reverse.

All Firm Documents Filing Date Start and End and Case Type entered: Docket Code BLANK and
Docket Code column is sortable alphabetically for large search results
JPS-4572 Phone number does not display correctly in the JEFS Users Manage Profile. Bug
which placed 7 digit phone number in a field sized to only display 3 digits is fixed.
JPS-6156 Enhancement to restrict JEFS users from filing and adding parties to
confidential/sealed cases. Confidential/sealed cases were accessible to JEFS filers for
electronic filing without any court staff review, as long as the JEFS filer had the Case ID. With
the Supreme Court Clerk’s Office and Staff Attorney approval, confidential/sealed cases will be
restricted to electronic filing by case parties and their counsel only. Only court staff will be
able to add new parties/counsel to cases which are already confidential/sealed, therefore,
new parties/counsel need to inquire at the respective court if they wish to file via JEFS. Parties
and their counsel who are already on confidential/sealed cases are not affected.

